Aboriginal Personalised Learning Plans

Personalised Learning Plans are great for the school to find ways we can help support the student and their families/carers. We aim to get a better understanding of the student's educational needs, personal goals and cultural growth.

Can you please discuss before our meeting some of the following topics and some strategies that could help your child at school.

- Subjects they may be having difficulty in
- Skills that they struggle with eg essay writing, understanding maths questions, spelling, study techniques, organisation
- If they need assignment help
- Personal strengths - Confidence, resilience, asking for help, leadership
- Cultural interests eg dance, history, food
- School service in Aboriginal Education eg NAIDOC, Acknowledgement to Country

_______________________________ is booked in for their meeting at __________________________

Please let the school know on 65550500 if you need to change to another appointment and we will make other arrangements.

Looking forward to meeting with you.
Debbie Cougle (Aboriginal Education Team)